USS Paula Greene – NCC 71204
Stardate 10405.22
"Another Day in Paradise"

Starring…
CO Bafii					Brian
XO Amendoeira				Sergio
CSO Biishe	Karri
OPS Mushgrave	Arlene
CTO Shoarra	Janaye
CEO Burke	Brian

PROLOGUE: The senior staff of the Paula Green finds themselves aboard a small but well-appointed yacht off the coast of some place that they really can't identify.  They are the only people aboard...

 <<<<< BEGIN MISSION >>>>>

CSO Biishe
 ::At them helm, looking out at the horizon.::

XO Amendoeira
 ::sitting in one of the boat's seats, sunglasses on, looking at the clear blue sky::

OPS Mushgrave
 ::Sighs as she catches the green tint of her reflection in one of the brass instruments on the yacht.  Always hated the water.  She puts her head back over the railing.::
  
CO Bafii
 ::standing at the rail looking out at the crystal blue waters::

CTO Shoarra
 ::ties her shirt tails into a knot at the bottom of her ribcage and stretches out in the sunshine::
  
CEO Burke
 ::standing next to Julie, a mixture of laughter and concern in his eyes::

CSO Biishe
 ::Looks over at the wisp of clouds off in the horizon, hinting at the possibility of rain.::

OPS Mushgrave
 ::Looks up and groans.::  CEO:  Laugh it up dough boy and see if you get lucky later...  ::Falls to her knees because her legs gave out.::

CTO Shoarra
 CSO: I don't think we could have asked for a more beautiful day.

CSO Biishe
 ::Her eyes wander over toward Tealk, noting how relaxed he looks for a change.::

CSO Biishe
 CTO:  I agree... especially if those clouds stay away.
  
CEO Burke
  ::catches her before she hits the deck::  OPS: I'm not laughing, well not completely.  Maybe we should see if we can find you some medicine below deck.

CSO Biishe
 ::Glances over at Burke, noting Mushgrave.::  CEO:  There are tablets in the medicine chest for motion sickness.

XO Amendoeira
 ::he smiles as he catches Aurora's eyes on him, then gets up, heading for the helm, then grabbing his wife from behind in a warm embrace:: CSO: So where are you taking us?
  
CO Bafii
 ::turns around to see his crew actually enjoying themselves.  Reaching over to a table next to him, he retrieves his mug of bloodwine and smiles, the first true smile he can remember in quite some time::

OPS Mushgrave
 ::Dangles in his arms.. too weak to fight him.::  CEO:  Naaaa just kill me now.  You know me and water never got along.  I went into OPS because there is not much chance of me being on water. Or did I forget to take my medicine... or... ::Groans again and begins to gag.::

CSO Biishe
 ::Chuckles::  XO:  Over the horizon.  Think we will ever make it?
  
CEO Bukre
 ::lifts Julie back over the rail for a moment, noticing all the fish that have gathered, then helps her down to the yacht’s small sickbay::
  
CO Bafii
 ::walks over to the CTO::  CTO: Looks like you are enjoying yourself so far.

XO Amendoeira
 ::he chuckles:: CSO: I hope not... Cause that will mean we will still be here for a long time... ::he give Aurora a kiss on her neck:: And I really don't want to be anywhere else.

CSO Biishe
 ::Leans back against his warmth, her hands on the wheel.::  XO:  Remind you of something?

OPS Mushgrave
 CEO:  This is your newest torture method right? ::Begins to just babble.::  You know Burke what is your story.  Most of the time I want to strangle you then I want to kiss you silly...then I want to strangle you again...  You just like torturing me right?
  
CEO Burke
 ::ducks before hitting his head on a beam and sets Julie down on a table in the sickbay::  OPS: Yep, that’s the plan... torture, torture and more torture.  ::opens a cabinet and starts looking for the pills the CSO mentioned::

XO Amendoeira
 ::thinks hard for a moment, then smiles:: CSO: Risa...

CTO Shoarra
 ::stands up and walks up near the CO::

CSO Biishe
 XO: It has been a long time...  before Daniel was born.

OPS Mushgrave
 CEO:  Yeah I thought So...  Figures though.  A hunk like you can have any girl, guy or transgender person on this ship... pretty silly of me to think that you'd want me.... ::Begins to shiver.::

XO Amendoeira
 CSO: Before we found Jadis...

CTO Shoarra
 ::raises up:: CO: As always.  You know me.  ::grins::

XO Amendoeira
 ::sighs::
  
CEO Burke
 ::finds the pills.  The side of the box promises instant relief.  Brings a dose and a glass of water back to Julie::  OPS: Funny, I seem to keep ending up with you though.

CSO Biishe
 ::Chuckles::  XO:  Well, since she came after Daniel... ::A frown crosses her face before vanishing and she unconsciously sighs as she pushes away the memory of the Borg.::

OPS Mushgrave
 ::Begins feeling really warm::  CEO:  Yeah I notice that too....  ::Looks at him strangely.::  When did you get a pet elephant...?  ::points to just behind his left shoulder.::
  
CO Bafii
 CTO: I've never been to Delta IV... is it much like this.  ::motions at the amazing scenery around them::
  
CEO Burke
 ::gets a little worried::  OPS: Here, take this.  ::hands her the pills and the water::

XO Amendoeira
 ::feels his wife's change of thought, and hugs her tightly for a few seconds...::

OPS Mushgrave
 ::Continues to look at the elephant then waves at it.  Takes the pills and water and just holds them.::

CSO Biishe
 XO:  I don't suppose I will ever be able to talk you into another baby, will I.
  
CEO Burke
 ::looks over his shoulder wondering if something really is there::

CTO Shoarra
 CO: It is a beautiful place but I wouldn't say like this...no.  But then again, I never got to spend much time there.  My parents always had me on a ship somewhere.

OPS Mushgrave
 ::hands Kieran back the pills and water.  With shaky legs she begins to walk and climb back up top.  She begins singing.:: The Sun will come out...

XO Amendoeira
 ::chuckles slightly:: CSO: Auri... Don't you think we have enough problems with these three as it is?
  
CO Bafii
 CTO: Ah... there is nothing quite as sweet as falling asleep under the stars, the soft percussion of the waves singing you a lullaby.
  
CEO Burke
  ::sighs::  Aloud:  Why can't anything with this woman ever be easy.  ::chases after Julie::

CSO Biishe
 XO:  Problems?  Not really... and they are growing so fast, especially Shey.  I guess I will never come to terms with missing their babyhood.  I really wanted to enjoy it with you.  You were not there for Shey's.

OPS Mushgrave
 ::Makes it to the top and stumbles along the deck... hitting the railing she falls overboard.::

CTO Shoarra
 CO: Personally, I can think of one thing better but ::sighs:: this is pretty nice. ::sits up and runs lotion into her legs::

CEO Burke
  Yells: Sick Ops person overboard...  ::before diving in himself::

CSO Biishe
 ::Hearing a splash turns around with surprise.::
  
CO Bafii
 ::turns suddenly at the ruckus::

CTO Shoarra
 ::jumps up to look::

XO Amendoeira
 ::tilts his head slightly to look straight into her eyes:: CSO: Well, it's something we may.. ::hears the calls..::

CSO Biishe
 XO:  You want to help our crew back aboard?  I don't think they were planning on swimming, at least not in their clothes.

OPS Mushgrave
 ::Hits the water and instead of rushing back to the top she tries to grab at the fish that had gathered.::
  
CEO Burke
 ::hitting the water he is momentarily lost, but quickly gets his bearings and sights Julie.  He starts to swim for her::

XO Amendoeira
 ::lets go of Aurora, and moves to throw a buoy towards Burke and Mushgrave.::

CTO Shoarra
 Self: Put the little patch behind your ear and stay away from the rails I tell her. ::heads to the side of the boat where the OPS and CEO went over::

CSO Biishe
 ::Spins the wheel, bringing the boat around.::

XO Amendoeira
 OPS, CEO:  We'll swing around to catch you...
  
CO Bafii
 ::moves over to the rail to watch the proceedings, tempted to jump in himself, but looks like Kieran is doing okay::

OPS Mushgrave
 ::Continues to try and catch the fish.::
  
CO Bafii
 CTO: She's seasick?
  
CEO Burke
 ::reaches Julie and slides his left arm around her waist securely::

CSO Biishe
 ::Keeping them in sight, she reaches up to release the anchor.::

CTO Shoarra
 CO: She was complaining about hating the water.

CO Bafii
 CTO: I wish I would have known... we have a few surefire seasickness cures on Pacifica.

OPS Mushgrave
 ::Giggles:: CEO:  Hey watch where you put those hands bub!  That tickles...... besides I think you were cut off or something like that because you were mean to me...  It's too bad you love me you know..  I could have been so good for you.

CTO Shoarra
 CO: I don't think she'd have used it. ::grins::
  
CEO Burke
 ::pulling Julie close to him and swims for the buoy::  OPS: You are going to be... the death.. of me.

OPS Mushgrave
 CEO:  A good death or a bad death?

XO Amendoeira
 CEO, OPS: Alright... Swim over to the back of the boat, and I’ll pull you up the stairs.

CTO Shoarra
 ::leans over the side and yells:: CEO/OPS: If you two wanted to be alone you should have gone below deck.

XO Amendoeira
 ::chuckles at the CEO::
  
CEO Burke
 ::rolls his eyes as he approaches the rear of the yacht::  OPS: You are just... so... ugh  ::heaves her up towards the XO::

CSO Biishe
 CO:  Captain, if you will take the wheel when they are aboard, I will take care of Julie.  I believe I have my medical hat somewhere still.
  
CO Bafii
 CTO: They did, they just didn't stay there very long.  ::dryly::

OPS Mushgrave
 ::Hears her newest friend::  CTO:  Oh sure... he wants me.... the man is confusing!  You know he plays games... You know you should teach me some Deltan tricks!

XO Amendoeira
 ::grabs a railing and extends his hand towards Mushgrave:: OPS: Grab my hand..
  
CO Bafii
 ::turns to see Biishe::  CSO: Very well, I think I can handle that.

CTO Shoarra
 ::slaps the CO playfully on the shoulder:: CO: You are worse than me.

OPS Mushgrave
 ::Holds up her hands.::  XO:  Now why can't I find a man like you... The good ones are always taken.
  
CO Bafii
 ::startled by the slap it is a moment before he begins to laugh::
  
CEO Burke
 XO: You can have her!

XO Amendoeira
 ::pulls Mushgrave up:: CSO: Aurora... Are you hearing this? Aren’t' you feeling lucky you got me? ::grins::

CSO Biishe
 ::Chuckles as she turns the wheel over to the captain::  XO: I plead the fifth.

OPS Mushgrave
 ::Giggles and whispers::  XO:  Can you punish Kieran for me?

CSO Biishe
 CEO/XO:  If you will get her below, I will take care of the rest.
  
CO Bafii
 CTO: Why don't you bring the CEO a whiskey... he'll probably need it.  The water looks a bit cool.
  
CO Bafii
 ::heads up to the wheel::

XO Amendoeira
 ::finishes hoisting Mushgrave, and whispers:: OPS: What are you thinking?
  
CEO Burke
  ::climbs up the ladder on the back of the yacht::

OPS Mushgrave
 XO:  Something slimy... ::Shivers again since her fever is getting higher.::  There has to be a hanging offense somewhere here.

OPS Mushgrave
 ::Sighs:: Outload:  Why did we bring all these elephants?

XO Amendoeira
 OPS : Keelhauling? ::grins and turns to help Burke aboard::

CSO Biishe
 ::Looks curiously at Julie::  OPS:  Elephants?  When did you start to see them?

OPS Mushgrave
 ::Grins:: XO:  Okie dokie... your the boss.

CTO Shoarra
 CO: Aye Aye Cap'n! ::grins and heads to the wet bar::

OPS Mushgrave
 CSO:  Down below... Kieran has one hidden down there.

CSO Biishe
 OPS:  Down be...  ::Turns to look at the engineer.::
  
CEO Burke
 ::staying away from the group, now that someone is talking care of Julie he looks for a towel::

CSO Biishe
 CEO:  What did you give her?
  
CEO Burke
 CSO: Nothing, she ran out before taking the pills.

CTO Shoarra
 ::pulls out a glass, fills it with two fingers worth of whiskey and heads back to the CEO::

OPS Mushgrave
 ::Eyes get wide:: CSO:  Are you saying he poisoned me?  ::Turns to the CEO.:: CEO:  Bad Kieran!

XO Amendoeira
 ::goes back to his seat now that OPS and the CEO are back aboard:: All: That was fun..

CEO Burke
 ::shivers, his wet clothes making him cold, he starts to modestly undress::

CTO Shoarra
 CEO: Here Chief, this will warm you up. ::holds out the whiskey::

OPS Mushgrave
 ::Stumbles along the deck to the stairs... carefully looking around for the elephant...she begins to climb down them.::
  
CO Bafii
 ::seeing everyone is back aboard, he hoists the anchor and sets a course back to port::

CSO Biishe
 ::Slips an arm around Julie's waste.::  OPS:  Lets you and I go below and see about those elephants.  I don't suppose they have polka dots do they?  ::Helps her down the stairs.::
  
CEO Burke
 ::takes the offered glass eagerly:: CTO: You read my mind...  ::takes a swig of the whiskey and feels a little warmth from it::

OPS Mushgrave
 CSO:  No but they did have pink tights...  ::Looks curiously::  Are they suppose to have polka dots?

CO Bafii
 XO: Maybe we should have water safety training when we get back

CSO Biishe
 ::Keeps her face straight, though her eyes are dancing.::  OPS:  What did you eat or drink before you came aboard?

OPS Mushgrave
 CSO:  Ummmmm, some lobster and clams...

XO Amendoeira
 ::grins:: CO: Somehow, I think this crew would enjoy that training a little more than they should.. ::smiles
  
CEO Burke
 ::having striped down to the swimming trunks that were below the shorts he had on, Kieran raps himself in a towel and continues to sip at the whiskey:: CTO: Can you tell me something...

CTO Shoarra
 CEO: Sure, what?
  
CO Bafii
 XO: You have a point... perhaps polar survival instead.

CSO Biishe
 ::Reaches the bottom, guides her to a bunk bed.::  OPS:  Do you usually eat them?
  
CEO Burke
 CTO: Why the hell are you woman so freaking confusing!

XO Amendoeira
 ::cringes:: CO: If you must... But I must warn you.. I detest the cold...
  
CO Bafii
 XO: In that case you can run the simulations... from a nice warm control room.

CTO Shoarra
 ::glances around for a blanket then looks the CEO back in the eye:: CEO: Two reasons.  First, you men like a challenge.  Second, we enjoy the feeling of control. ::grins::

OPS Mushgrave
 CSO:  No not really.... ::Flops back onto the bed and swings her legs.::  Not a great lover of them but Kieran said they were the best...  Men are such beasts... Why can't we live without them Ma'am... especially one who can't admit how he feels about me?

XO Amendoeira
 ::grins:: CO: Now we're talking.. ::chuckles:

CTO Shoarra
 CEO: Come on, let's get you warmed up. ::puts a hand on his back:: We need to get you a blanket and another drink.
  
CEO Burke
 ::throws his hands to the sky:: Aloud: Finally a woman who can give me a straight answer.  Sheesh... was that so hard?

CTO Shoarra
 CEO: Well, considering you never asked me before...come to think of it, there's a lot you've never asked me. ::grins coyly::

CSO Biishe
 ::Reaches for the med kit and pulls out a medical tricorder.::  OPS:  It is a male thing.  Love is something some are afraid of admitting.  Love is messy.  ::runs a scan.::
  
CEO Burke
 ::looks into the CTO's eyes and considers::  CTO: You’re right... perhaps I should correct that oversight.

OPS Mushgrave
 CSO:  I guess.... it shouldn't be so hard though.

CTO Shoarra
 CEO: Yes, perhaps you should. ::leads him to the bar::
  
CO Bafii
 ::absentmindedly changes the course of the yacht from port back out to sea::

CSO Biishe
 OPS:  If life were easier, there would be no adventure.  And you my friend are having a slightly allergic action.  Where did you get the claims?
  
CEO Burke
 ::smiles as they move to the somewhat more private bar::

OPS Mushgrave
 CSO:  Some beach side restaurant.  Ma'am, just let me die in peace so Kieran can morn the rest of his natural life and you can go back to that hunky husband of yours.  You are a lucky girl..he is one in a million.

XO Amendoeira
 ::catches the change in direction:: CO: I was just thinking the same, sir...

CTO Shoarra
 ::grabs the bottle and refills the CEO's glass::

CTO Shoarra
 ::finds a blanket under the bar::
  
CO Bafii
 ::now that the XO mentioned it:: XO: Hmm, I didn't realized I turned... but I guess there is no reason to go back yet.

CSO Biishe
 ::Reaches over and pulls out a hypo, inserting the correct medication and dose.::
 
CTO Shoarra
 CEO: Here ::pulls the towel off the CEO:: This will keep you warmer.  Let's sit you right here.

CEO Burke
 ::pushes the glass away and instead reaches for the CTO::

XO Amendoeira
 ::nods:: CO: Do we have to go back.. Ever?

CTO Shoarra
 CEO: You need something? ::grins as he reaches for her::
  
CO Bafii
 XO: I don't see why.  ::sets the yacht’s autopilot and moves to a seat next to the XO, his bloodwine waiting for him::

CSO Biishe
 XO:  Tealk is a good man... and so is Burke.  I was just luckier in that Tealk was ready for finding someone.  Our Engineer wasn't... I think you were like a ton of bricks dropping on him.  ::Applies the hypo to her neck.::
  
CEO Burke
 CTO: I just thought of a quicker way to warm back up, that’s all.  ::pulls the Deltan close::

OPS Mushgrave
 ::Feels the hypo go into her neck but words spill out of her mouth anyway.::  CSO:  Are you saying I'm fat?

CTO Shoarra
 CEO: Oh really?  Well, I like the way you think. ::spreads the blanket around them::
  
CEO Burke
  ::smirks as he leans forward and presses his lips against hers::

CSO Biishe
 ::Her face still straight, she steps back::  OPS:  Never.  If you were, you can trust your friendly doctor would have told you that by now.
  
CO Bafii
 ::sips at his bloodwine::  XO: What are you drinking over there?

CTO Shoarra
 ::kisses him back, enjoying every moment::

OPS Mushgrave
 ::Starting to feel better.::  CSO: Ooooo sorry I don't know what has come over me... my apologies Aurora... I've never reacted that way before.  ::Sits up slightly dizzy but feeling much better.::

CEO Burke
 ::suddenly the feeling of cold that was is gone and all that is real is Shoarra::

XO Amendoeira
 ::smiles:: CO: Paradise Surprise. It's a local drink.. No alcohol... Just fruit drinks..
  
CO Bafii
 XO: I see.  How very.... responsible  ::raises an eyebrow::

OPS Mushgrave
 ::Sighs::  CSO:  I suppose I better go up and apologize to that lug...

CSO Biishe
 ::Places a hand on her shoulder to steady her.::  OPS:  A combination of spoiled food and a slight allergy.  One or the other would have just made you a bit queasy, combined you were... well, next time, try to get a picture of those elephants.  ::Allows her smile to show.::

CTO Shoarra
 ::slowly pushes him back to a seat and sits in his lap, never breaking the kiss::

OPS Mushgrave
 ::Chuckles::  CSO:  Yeah they were so cute too.  ::Stands up.::
  
CEO Burke
 ::pulls her body closer to him, tight enough that they are almost one.  The kiss is powerful, a deep emotional and physical surge to his system like he has never felt before.::

CSO Biishe
 ::Steps aside  to allow Julie to pass, staying behind her just in case.::  OPS:  Don't be too hard on him.  After all, he was the first in the water after you.

OPS Mushgrave
 CSO:  Thank you Aurora...  ::spots a bottle of wine on the counter and smiles.:: I think I'll go and offer an apology drink...  ::Gets out the cork screw and opens it.::

OPS Mushgrave
 ::With bottle in hand.:: CSO:  I'll be as hard as I need to be.  ::Grins::

CTO Shoarra
 ::runs her fingers slowly through his hair, melting completely into him::

CSO Biishe
 ::Follows her up the stairs.::
  
CEO Burke
 ::stands, carrying the CTO out of his lap and moves them both to the blanket::

OPS Mushgrave
 ::Reaching the top and bottle opened, she tosses the cork screw on the nearest table.  She looks around for Kieran till she finally sees him lipped locked with the hussy.  Her temper flares up.  Putting a thumb over the top of the bottle she shakes it and then stalks over to the two of them.::

CTO Shoarra
 ::feels him lay her on the blanket and pulls him down to her::

CSO Biishe
 Uh-oh...  ::Looks at the captain and her husband, wondering if she should do anything.::

OPS Mushgrave
 ::Standing over them she sprays the wine all over them...:: CTO:  Listen woman!  Step away from the man....
  
CO Bafii
 ::wonders what the shocked expression on the CSO's face is about::

CSO Biishe
 ::Sighs under her breath::  And it was such a lovely day...
  
CEO Burke
 ::turns and looks as the wine hits him:: OPS: Oh, hi Julie.  Feeling better?

XO Amendoeira
 ::frowns, feeling the spike of trouble coming from his wife::

CTO Shoarra
 ::looks up:: OPS: Hey, she's back.

CSO Biishe
 ::Shakes her head and considers what is in the med kit.::

XO Amendoeira
 ::gets up:: CSO: What's wrong?

OPS Mushgrave
 ::Screeches:: CEO:  You... YOU PIG!  I see you got an itch you want to scratch...  Stand up bub....

CSO Biishe
 ::Hearing the screech, doesn't think she needs to explain.::
  
CEO Burke
 OPS: Actually, we are a little busy... um... maybe we can talk later?  ::looks hopeful::

XO Amendoeira
 ::frowns and runs down the stair::

XO Amendoeira
 All: Alright Lieutenants... At ease!

OPS Mushgrave
 ::If smoke could come from her ears it would about now.::  CEO:  NO We can't talk later...  dump the hussy before I throw you overboard.

CTO Shoarra
 OPS: Find your own. ::grabs the CEO's neck and pulls him back down into a kiss::
  
CO Bafii
 ::follows the XO::

CSO Biishe
 ::Hearing the CEO frowns.  That did not sound like him.  Walks over to the group.::

XO Amendoeira
 ::frowns, and moves to stand in between the ladies::

OPS Mushgrave
 CTO:  Find your own....  ::Grabs the CTO's neck and pulls her back... knocking the XO to the ground.::

XO Amendoeira
 OPS, CTO: Ladies.. At ease.. Don't make me order you...
  
CO Bafii
 ::pulls the XO back::  XO: We are off duty, it’s up to them to work this out.

XO Amendoeira
 ::falls on one of the bar's couches:: OOof

CSO Biishe
 CEO:  Please stand up... I need to see you down below.
  
CO Bafii
 ::stands now:: OPS: Hey now Julie, I said we can talk later...

CSO Biishe
 ::Looks over at her husband and sighs.::

OPS Mushgrave
 ::Sees him standing up and adjusts her stance... she lunges at him hitting him in the gut.::

CSO Biishe
 CO:  I think there is something more to this then meets the eye... like the food they ate earlier.

CSO Biishe
 OPS:  Julie... wait...

CTO Shoarra
 ::gets yanked up by OPS:: OPS: Would you relax?  It's not like you are married to him. ::grabs Mushgrave by the shirt and shoves her away::

CSO Biishe
 OPS:  Let me check him out first and then you can kill him.  I think he has what you had.

OPS Mushgrave
 CSO:  But I want to kill him now...  ::Turns her attention back to Shoarra::
  
CEO Burke
 ::falls to the deck, his head hitting the wall and a sickening thud is heard.  His eyes roll into the back of the head::

CTO Shoarra
 CSO: Check him out?  Heh, no you ARE married.  Trust me, he's just fine.  ::moves back to Kieran::

XO Amendoeira
 ::seats himself up again, but doesn't try to interfere anymore::

CSO Biishe
 CTO:  Please step aside.

CSO Biishe
 XO:  Tealk, help me take him below.

OPS Mushgrave
 ::Grabs the CTO from behind.::

CTO Shoarra
 ::hears the thud:: OPS: Not now you idiot!  He's hurt!

OPS Mushgrave
 CTO: I KNOW I HURT HIM!
 
XO Amendoeira
 ::frowns::

ACTION: Suddenly Julie Mushgrave bolts upright, covered in a cold sweat.  She looks around her dark quarters and considers the dream she just had.

OPS Mushgrave
 ::Eyes go wide....as she sits up.:: Self:  Ahhhh Crap...

CSO Biishe
 ::Rolls over and cuddles up to her husband.::
  
CEO Burke
 ::asleep, his head laying on his desk in ME::

CTO Shoarra
 ::sleeping in her quarters, dreaming of a certain someone::

XO Amendoeira
 ::still sleeping, puts his arm around his wife::
  
CO Bafii
 ::sitting in his ready room reading a report on their upcoming survey mission and sipping at his coffee::

OPS Mushgrave
 ::Flops back down onto the bed.:: Self:  That man is going to be the death of me.
  
<<<<< END MISSION >>>>>

